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In the frame of the blanket development for ITER, an R&D programme was implemented for the manufacture of a shield prototype by

powder Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIPping). The shield consists of a Stainless steel forged block drilled and machined, at the back of

which 3D bent tubes are HIPped inside a powder layer. This paper describes the development work through the manufacturing of

several mock ups that leads us to be confident for the shield prototype manufacturing.

The paper is divided into 2 parts, the first one related to the machining development and validation, the second one relating to the HIP

development and validation.

A partial full scale mock up for the machining development (machined PFSMU) was manufactured with no particular problems, all the

main identified difficulties in machining like deep drilling and castellation machining where overcome and the mock up was conform to

the specification. 

The manufacturing of a HIPped PFSMU for the HIP development was done after the manufacturing of smaller mock-ups each

representing a particular detailed design point. A computer simulation work gave us some design recommendation, and the compared

analysis of the numerical simulation and experimental results lead us to predict the distortions on the PFSMU HIPped mock up. The

HIPped distortions that were the main uncertainty were assessed through small mock ups and bigger one. The mechanical

characteristics of the joints are conform to the specification.

Associated to the mock up manufacturing is the ultrasonic test development which consists in designing and manufacturing a

miniaturized probe travelling inside the bent tube after the HIP cycle to examine the joint tube / powder among others. This ultrasonic

development allowed the examination of the HIPped PFSMU mock up that concluded this development work.
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